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So here it is – the last Gate of the school year.
And I’m sure you know what that means: the
summer holidays are just around the corner!
Congratulations on surviving another year
and we want to thank you for reading Gate,
we are very happy we could make the journey
with you. We hope you have a good rest, but
we are already thinking about the next school
year! We want to make Gate as interesting for
you as possible so we would like to ask you
for your ideas – if there is something you’d
like us to write about, send us an email at
sklenkova@bridge-online.cz and you could
see it in the magazine next year. Whether it
is a band or musician you are crazy about, an
issue that is important to you, your favourite
hobby, TV show or anything else, we would
love to hear from you. We are looking
forward to seeing you again in September
but until then we would like to wish you
a fun, fantastic summer full of adventures,
happiness and special experiences.
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Wish You Weren t Here

A2–B1 Issue

tf Lesson Plan 1

Track 1

tf Activities

Liam Peach (UK)

How to

Bad for
Everyone

Whether relaxing on a tropical beach, walking through the
cobbled1 streets of a historical city or breathing the clean air
on top of a mountain, travel is good for the soul2. Unfortunately,
it is good for millions of other people’s souls too! Therefore,
the peaceful beach gets crowded with people taking selfies for
Instagram, the historical city becomes full of tacky3 souvenir
shops and expensive restaurants and the lonely mountain gets
covered in rubbish. Welcome to the world of overtourism*.

Overtourism
doesn’t just mean
a bad holiday for
you. People who
actually live in
the places that
are super popular
with tourists can
have their whole lives
destroyed. Although
many places need the
money that tourism
brings, when the
number of visitors
gets too high, the
guests quickly outstay
their welcome*. But
that doesn’t mean you
should never leave
your house again.
Travel can still be
a positive thing if you
plan your trip carefully
and do your best to be
a good tourist.
Here’s how.

4
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Be a Good
Tourist

Get off the Beaten Track*
Cities like Barcelona, Venice and Dubrovnik are some of the
most popular tourist destinations in Europe, and for good
reason. They are all beautiful, exciting, fascinating places to
visit. But they are all also pretty small places that get millions
of tourists every year, and this causes4 problems. Many local
people cannot live there anymore. Many flats are offered
to tourists and the few remaining places become very
expensive. These days, a visit to these places can be pretty
unpleasant for both tourists and locals.
There is, however, a simple solution: don’t go there, especially
during the tourist season! If you want to see a historical
Italian city with canals and beautiful architecture, try
nearby Treviso. Instead of Barcelona, why not go to another
cool Catalan city like Tarragona or Girona. By choosing
somewhere that other tourists don’t, you can get a cheaper,
more authentic experience and a much warmer welcome too.

Buy Local
Just because you are on holiday
doesn’t mean you have to spend
a fortune5. But being a good
tourist means thinking about
who you give your money to.
A big part of being in a new
place is trying new things, so
go to local restaurants instead
of multinational chains6 and
try some traditional food. Try
to stay at smaller places that
are run7 by local people instead
of big hotels. Your host8 might
have some tips for less wellknown places and activities.

Be Respectful14

Think about the
Planet
A good tourist thinks about
the environment. Try to take
public transport rather than
hiring a car. It’s greener
and you never know what
interesting people you
might meet. Recycle if you
can, and never leave waste
behind. Even Mount Everest
now has a serious problem
with rubbish from tourists,
so make sure you take yours
with you. Also think about
the water you use. In many
hotter countries water is
precious9. Take showers
instead of baths and if
possible, use a refillable
water bottle10 instead of
buying plastic bottles.

Task

Do Some Research
Knowing a bit about the place you are going to
can be the difference between having a fun trip
and embarrassing11 yourself. Even little things
can cause cross-cultural misunderstandings12.
Did you know for example that the “OK” gesture
made with finger and thumb means very different
things in different places? In Japan, it means
money. In France and Portugal it means zero.
In other countries it can mean something much
more offensive13. So definitely it’s not OK to use
it there! Learning a little of the local
language before you go is
also a great idea. Even if
it’s just hello,
goodbye,
please and
thank you, you
will be amazed
how far a few
words can go.

Your summer holiday

DESTINATION:

Make notes about how you can be a better tourist on your holiday
and talk about it in class. Use the internet, a guidebook, etc.

Places in the country that are less touristy:

Local food you can try:

Customs you should follow:

How to say please, thank you, hello, “Can I have the bill, please?” in the local language:

How to protect the environment:

Probably the most important thing
about being a good tourist is the
easiest. Be respectful. Although it
is a holiday destination for you, for
the local people it is their home.
How would you like someone taking
a photo of you in your bathroom?
Remember that the locals are not
tourist attractions and probably don’t
want to be a part of a stranger’s
Instagram story. In poorer countries
try not to throw your money around
like a king or queen. You can still
have fun while being respectful, but
keep in mind you are representing
your own country too. What does
your behaviour say about your
own culture?

Discuss
What is the most crowded place
you have ever been to?
When is the best time to visit
cities /attractions that are crowded
with tourists?
Which of the rules from the article
do you follow?
What problems do tourists cause in
Prague / Bratislava?
Name three things tourists should /
shouldn’t do

Glossary
overtourism – too many tourists
visiting one destination
to outstay your welcome – to stay
somewhere until people don’t
want you there any more
to get off the beaten track – to go
to places most people don’t go

Vocabulary
cobbled [ˈkɒbld] – dlážděný
soul [səʊl] – duše
tacky [ˈtæki] – laciný, nevkusný
to cause [kɔːz] – způsobit
fortune [ ˈfɔːtʃuːn] – jmění
multinational chain
[mʌltiˈnæʃnəl tʃeɪn] –
nadnárodní řetězec
7 to run sth – provozovat něco
8 host [ həʊst] – hostitel
9 precious [ˈpreʃəs ] –
vzácný, nedostatkový
10 refillable bottle [riːˈfɪləbl] –
lahev, kterou je možné dolít
11 to embarrass [ɪmˈbærəs] –
ztrapnit se
12 misunderstanding
[mɪsʌndəˈstændɪŋ] – nedorozumění
13 offensive [ əˈfensɪv] – urážlivý
14 respectful [rɪˈspektfl] –
uctivý, zdvořilý
1
2
3
4
5
6
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A2–B1 Literature

Track 2

Student Sleuths2
In the first book of this latest adaptation,
Holmes and Watson are teenage students
at a posh3 boarding school4 in Connecticut.
James Watson has been sent there from
London on a rugby scholarship5. His new
school is also where the brilliant relative of
Sherlock, Charlotte Holmes, is studying. Like
her famous ancestor6, Charlotte is a genius,
but very temperamental. James has always
dreamt about them solving crimes together
but he discovers that working with Holmes
isn’t quite what he imagined.

Crime
Lee Dobson, the school’s bully (= násilník),
is murdered and Holmes and Watson
become the main suspects7.

High School

Holmes
A Study in Charlotte by
Brittany Cavallaro
Since the first Sherlock Holmes story, “A Study in Scarlet”, was
published in 1887, the great detective and his assistant Watson
have been a regular part of popular culture. TV adaptations like
Sherlock and Elementary, and the Sherlock Holmes films with
Robert Downey Jr have updated1 the stories for our screens, and
now author Brittany Cavallaro has written a great new series
of books that see Holmes’ and Watson’s great-great-greatgrandchildren teaming up to fight crime again.
Liam Peach (UK)

The Suspects
Holmes and
Watson
Someone is trying to
frame8 our heroes.
Or are they? Charlotte
Holmes was assaulted9
by the victim10, Lee
Dobson, and is certainly
smart enough, and
maybe even crazy
enough to take her
revenge11. How much
does Watson really
know about his new
friend and her past?

Milo Holmes
Charlotte’s older brother is only 24 years old,
but already one of the most powerful men in the
world. If he wanted, he would have no problem
killing Dobson to protect his family’s honour12. But
Charlotte and Milo are not exactly the best of friends.

Nurse Bryony
The school nurse seems very fond of James Watson
and with her medical training, it would be easy for
her to poison13 someone. Is she so jealous of Charlotte
that she would frame her for murder, just to get her
out of the picture and have James all to herself?

Mr Wheatley
James’ creative writing teacher is very interested in
the case and seems to know a lot about it, even more
than the police themselves. He seems to be a nice
guy, but is it all an act14?

August Moriarty
Another kid with a famous name. Professor Moriarty
was Sherlock Holmes’ arch-enemy and the two
families have had bad blood15 ever since. It seems
that Charlotte and August have a history, and
Charlotte definitely does not want to talk about it.
Who do you think killed Lee Dobson? You can find
out from the book, or look for the solution in TF.

6
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“W

hy are we being
framed?” I asked.

“You’re asking
the wrong questions,” she said,
throwing the sandwich on the floor
as she stood. I picked it up and put
it in the trash.

Task

Read or listen to
a simplified excerpt
from the book.

What does it tell us about Holmes’
character?
What about Watson’s character?
How was Lee Dobson murdered?

“We’re not on who, or why, Watson,
we’re still working out how.
You can’t make a theory before you have the facts, or you’ll waste
everyone’s time.”
“I don’t understand,” I said, because I didn’t. I swear, she nearly
stamped (= dupnout si) an impatient foot.
“Fact one: Lee Dobson tormented16 me for an entire year before
assaulting me on September 26th. Fact two: you and Dobson got into
a fight on October 3rd. Fact three: Dobson was murdered on Tuesday,
October 11th close enough to both events to connect them all together.
When his toxicology reports come back, they’ll show that Dobson
was slowly poisoned with arsenic (= arzén), that it began the night
you first hit him, and that the amounts increased until the night he
died. I’m sure that his roommate and the nurse will tell you about the
headaches, feeling sick, and so on.”
“Jesus Christ.” I looked hard at her. “Arsenic? Don’t tell me you have
access to arsenic.”
“Watson,” she said patiently, “we’re in the sciences building, I have
the keys.”
I put my head in my hands.
“He was holding a book of your great-great-great-grandfather’s
stories. They’ll also find that, last night, Dobson was bitten by a snake,
perhaps even shortly post-mortem (= po smrti) while the blood was
still warm. Remember the scale17 that I found on Dobson’s floor?”
She pulled a book from the bottom of her bookshelf and threw it to me.
I was surprised to see it was The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. “No?
How about the glass of milk on his bedside table? Or the vent18 above
his bed? Come on, Watson, think!”
I looked down at the book in my hands, not quite believing what she
was saying. “You can’t be serious.”
“Oh, I’m quite serious. They’re re-creating ‘The Speckled Band*.’”

Echoes (ozvěny) of the
Originals
Cavallaro has taken a lot of
inspiration from the original Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle stories – of
course, the title sounds very similar
to the name of Sherlock’s first
adventure, and parts of the Holmes
stories The Speckled Band (= Strakatý
pás), The Blue Carbuncle (= Modrá
karbunkule) and The Dying Detective
are all used in the book. Although
A Study in Charlotte (Charlotte is
the main character’s name) is a very
modern re-telling, the original
stories are never too far away.

Glossary
The Speckled Band – a Sherlock Holmes
story about a murder by a poisonous
snake

Vocabulary
to update [ ʌpˈdeɪt] – zmodernizovat
sleuth [ sluːθ] – detektiv
posh [ pɒʃ] – nóbl
boarding school [ ˈbɔːdɪŋ skuːl] –
internátní škola
5 scholarship [ ˈskɒləʃɪp] – stipendium
6 ancestor [ ˈænsestə(r)] – předek
7 suspect [səˈspekt] – podezřelý
8 to frame sb [ freɪm] – falešně obvinit
9 to assault [ əˈsɔːlt] – napadnout
10 victim [vɪktɪm] – oběť
11 to take revenge [ rɪˈvendʒ] – pomstít se
12 honour [ ˈɒnə(r)] – čest
13 to poison [ ˈpɔɪzn] – otrávit
14 act [ækt] – přetvářka
15 bad blood – nenávist
16 to torment [ˈtɔːment] – týrat
17 scale [skeɪl] – šupina
18 vent [ vent] – větrací otvor, šachta
1
2
3
4
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B1 Profile

Mr Controversy
This Texas native2 (23) is mainly a hip-hop
artist, but pop and rock can be heard in
both his albums, Stoney (2015) and
Beerbongs & Bentleys (2018).

The rapper Post Malone
(whose real name is Austin Richard
Post) has become an interesting
personality in the music world.
With his blending1 of genres and
special sound, he has made some
of the most popular music
of the last five years.
Kristine Botha
(South Africa)

The interesting thing
about Post Malone is
that besides his catchy3
music, he has also quite
a bold4 personality. Some
of his personal and musical
choices have caused a lot of
discussion among both fans
and critics. His lyrics, personality,
race, and even his facial tattoos
(the words “Always Tired” with one
word under each eye) have made him
a controversial figure. Love him or hate
him, you’ll definitely remember this rising star5.

Po
Malo

Th
Rock
Rap

Creative Beginnings
Post Malone, like many modern rappers,
got his official start on the website
SoundCloud, when he uploaded the single
“White Iverson”. This first release6 was really
successful, the music video reached one
million views in the first month.
This also shows his rebellious and
risk-taking character. He was told to wait
to release the song but he followed his
heart instead, saying, “Nobody wanted
me to put out “White Iverson”. They
said wait. I said I don’t have time to
wait. I don’t have any money, what am
I going to lose? I put it out the next day and
it went bananas*.”

Divided Opinions
Born To Be Famous
Before becoming famous, however, he was
definitely already on the path of musical creativity.
He experimented with many different types of
music, and learned to play the guitar because
he was good at the video game Guitar Hero.
His high school classmates voted him “Most
Likely7 to Be Famous”.
Since becoming famous in the hip-hop
world, Post Malone has collaborated8 and performed
with music heavyweights* such as Kanye West,
Justin Bieber and others. He recently performed with
legendary rock band The Red Hot Chili Peppers at the
2019 Grammy Awards.

8
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Some of Post Malone’s style choices,
especially his cornrows* and gold
grills*, have been criticized as cultural
appropriation9, because these styles of
dress are usually seen in black communities.
Because of this and some topics in his rapping,
he has been called a “culture vulture,” or someone
who profits from10 other cultures when they become
popular or cool, without truly respecting them.
He has also made some hip-hop fans angry with his
comments on the genre. Despite (= přestože) being
a hip-hop artist himself, he says: “If you’re looking
for lyrics, if you’re looking to cry, if you’re looking
to think about life, don’t listen to hip-hop.” Basically
he is saying that hip-hop is just for fun and quite
superficial11. This statement upset many hip-hop fans.

Who Is Post Malone Really?
Some people find his persona confusing, as he often
mentions white singer-songwriters, such as Bob Dylan,
Nirvana, Fleet Foxes and others as his inspiration, but
he also often raps about materialistic things and has
become a part of hip-hop culture.

Despite his relaxed attitude12 regarding
controversy, Post Malone recently
showed his caring nature. During his
Grammy performance, he publicly
supported his friend and collaborator
21 Savage, who was recently arrested
for living illegally in the USA.

For the man himself, these differences
do not matter, as he explained in an
interview with GQ magazine:
“It should just be music, you know?
If you like it, you should
listen to it.”

ost
one

he
kstar
pper

What do you think about him?

Fun Facts
A Special Voice
Post Malone is known for his vocal style; not only
does his voice sound quite raspy (= zastřený), but he
makes use of a “wobble” or vocal quiver (= chvění)
that he uses in his more acoustic songs.

It’s All in the Name
He found his stage name “Post Malone” through a “rap
name generator” on the internet. “Post” is his actual
surname, but Malone is completely random13. Many fans call
him “Posty” and he also uses this nickname on social media.

Clothing Style and Personality
Post Malone is liked by his fans for his care-free personality and
relaxed clothing style as much as his music. He loves wearing very
bright suits with embroidery14 or crazy patterns. And on the subject
of his Always Tired tattoos he said: “I tried to do something that’s
relatively the same length of letters, “I guess ‘always’ is more letters
than ‘tired,’ but I was tired so I didn’t realize.” That’s just Post Malone.

Vocabulary

Post Malone Live
If you want to see Post Malone live, you

can catch him at Sziget Festival in Hungary
on August 11th or in Krakow on August 17th.
Read about other stars that are heading
to Central Europe on pp. 30–31.

Glossary
go bananas – go crazy
heavyweights – big names,
important people
cornrows – a hairstyle with
lines of braided (= spletené) hair
gold grills – gold plates (= pláty)
that go on teeth, often worn by
rappers

to blend [blend] – mísit
native [ ˈneɪtɪv] – rodák
catchy [ˈkætʃi] – chytlavý
bold [bəʊld] – odvážný
rising star [ ˈraɪzɪŋ ˈstɑː(r)] –
stoupající hvězda
6 release [rɪˈliːs] – vydání
7 likely [ˈlaɪkli] – pravděpodobný
8 to collaborate [kəˈlæbəreɪt] –
spolupracovat
9 cultural appropriation
[ˈkʌltʃərəl əprəʊpriˈeɪʃn] –
kulturní přivlastnění
10 to profit from sth [ˈprɒfɪt] –
profitovat, těžit z něčeho
11 superficial [suːpəˈfɪʃl] – povrchní
12 relaxed attitude [rɪˈlækst
ˈætɪtjuːd] – uvolněný přístup
13 random [ ˈrændəm] – náhodný
14 embroidery [ɪmˈbrɔɪdəri]– výšivka
1
2
3
4
5
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A2–B1 Travel

Track 3

What Is and
Isn’t Kenya
Africa: With more than 50
countries and 1 billion people,
Africa makes up a large part of
the world. Kenya is one of the
more famous countries on this
continent, but how much do you
really know about the life there?
To find out, Gate sat down with
Ann Karwitha, a young woman
from Kenya who recently moved
to the Czech Republic. She told
us what is and isn’t Kenya.
Zuzana Sklenková (CZ), Liam Peach (UK)

Kenya Is Not Just a Game Reserve1
Kenya is famous for its wildlife. Every year,
millions of tourists travel to Kenya to see the
Big Five (rhinos, lions, leopards, buffalo and
elephants) and explore its beautiful grassy
savannah. But Kenya is more than countryside
and villages. The capital of Kenya, Nairobi,
has a population of more than 3 million and
is a modern city with skyscrapers, shopping
malls and business headquarters2. One thing
about Nairobi that makes it different from
other cities is its public transport. Instead of
regular trams, or buses, people use minibuses
called matatus which seat about 9–14 people.
Matatus have no schedules, they simply go
when they fill up.

10
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Kenya Isn’t Starving3 Children
But It’s Still Vulnerable4
When you think of Africa, you might
imagine poor and starving children
in the streets. But this is not really
true for Kenya. It has the 8th strongest
economy in Africa, based mostly on
agriculture and tourism. Of course,
there are poorer areas. The poverty5
is mainly in the countryside, where
people have enough to eat but they
have to live very simply and have no
money. And when a drought6 comes,
things get bad very quickly, so climate
change is a big worry.

Kenya Is English-Speaking
Like South Africa, Kenya was a British colony
and became independent only in 1963. Every
year on December 12th, Kenyans celebrate
their independence on the so-called Jamhuri
Day. The British left behind many marks7 on
the country, the English language being one
of them. Not only is English Kenya’s official
language, along with Swahili (an East African
language with Arabic elements), but just like
in the UK, cars drive on the left. And although
Kenyan coffee is a major Kenyan export, you
might be surprised to learn that Kenyans
also grow tea and in fact love tea more than
they do coffee – which they drink, of course,
in the British style, with milk and sugar.

Kenya Isn’t Only
the Maasai
Many white people connect
Kenya with the Maasai. This
ethnic group definitely stands
out because of their bright
red clothing, jewellery and
also special customs including
the famous jump dance called
adumu*. Yet the Maasai make up
only 2 % of the Kenyan population. In Kenya there are more than 40 tribes8, with the Kikuyu and
the Luo among the biggest. Each ethnic group has its own customs, and also its own accents.
They also look different. But with modern times, tribal customs are slowly disappearing.

Interesting
Facts
 Kenya is a very lush9
country with many
different landscapes.
You might be surprised
to know that the
equator10 runs right
through the middle of it.

 Kenyan people are famous for
their hospitality11. They are very
nice, polite and welcoming. One
thing to note, however, is their
flexibility with time. Even when
you make an appointment, you
can be sure people will come one
hour later. Maybe it’s just the traffic
or a different sense of time, but
Kenyans really don’t like to hurry.

 Kenya grows a lot
of flowers and exports
them to the EU. Next
time you buy flowers at
the supermarket, check
the label and see where
they were grown. It’s
very likely they are
from Kenya!

 And do you know what the
most dangerous animal in Kenya
is? You might be surprised
to learn that it’s not the lion,
but the hippo. While they are
generally peaceful, they can be
very aggressive if you irritate14
them. They can tip over15 boats
that get in their way.

 A typical Kenyan
food is ugali, a mix of
cornflour12 and water,
that you serve with
beef stew13 or other
dishes. Another popular
Kenyan food is a type
of roast meat (goat,
beef, etc.) called nyama
choma. People usually
eat it with their hands.

Maasai Jump Dance
The Maasai are a semi-nomadic
(= částečně kočovný) tribe. They live
in houses (built by women) inside
circular fences where they keep
their animals. Even today, cows,
sheep and goats are very important
for them as a source (= zdroj) of
both food and business. The famous
adumu dance is done during
a coming of age ceremony when
a young man becomes a warrior
(= válečník). The man who jumps the
highest is the best warrrior.

Vocabulary
1 game reserve [ˈɡeɪm rɪzɜːv] –
přírodní rezervace
2 headquarters [hedˈkwɔːtəz] – centrála
3 to starve [stɑːv] – hladovět
4 vulnerable [ˈvʌlnərəbl] – zranitelný
5 poverty [ˈpɒvəti] – chudoba
6 drought [draʊt] – sucho
7 to leave a mark [ mɑːk] – zanechat stopu

cd Task

8 tribe [ traɪb] – kmen
9 lush [ lʌʃ] – bujný
10 equator [ɪˈkweɪtə(r)] – rovník
11 hospitality [hɒspɪˈtæləti] – pohostinnost
12 cornflour [ˈkɔːnflaʊə(r)] – kukuřičná mouka
13 stew [stjuː] – dušené maso
14 to irritate [ˈɪrɪteɪt] – provokovat
15 to tip over [tɪp ˈəʊvə(r)] – převrhnout

The Famous and Less Famous Kenya

Listen to a recording about interesting places in Kenya.
What are they called and what can you see in the pictures?

1

2

3

Ugali

Task

Complete this table about Kenya:
location
languages

independence
ethnic groups
kenya’s exports
interesting things
→ Solutions in tf
Gate May-June | 2019
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A2–B1 Animals / science

Track 4

tf Activities

Animal
Smarties
Dog owners often believe their dogs understand
every word they say. Cat owners know their cats
do (they just don’t care). Fish owners… well,
no one expects fish to be that smart.
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)
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Animal Talk

We often wonder about the
intelligence of animals. Let’s look
at some different ways of thinking
about intelligence and see who
the real brains of the animal
kingdom are. Apart from1 you,
obviously.

Problem-Solvers,
Tool2-Makers
People used to think of people as
“the tool-users”. We believed that
humans were the only animals
that used tools. In fact, there are
quite a lot of animals that do –
even some fish! But is it instinct or
intelligence?
Some animals definitely think
about problems and invent new
tools to solve them. In Senegal,
chimps eat bush babies (small
cute animals). But bush babies
hide inside trees. A few chimps
have invented a way to get them
in their hiding places. They use
their teeth to make a sharp stick,
then use it as a spear3 to get to
their food.
But the real masters of problemsolving are crows4 and ravens5.
In one experiment, scientists put
some food in a bottle and gave it
to a crow. The bird could see the
food but not reach it. They gave
it a straight piece of wire6. The
crow thought about it, then bent7
the end of the wire into a hook8.
It used the hook to get the food
out of the bottle. Both crows and
ravens can solve complex puzzles,
including some that human
children usually fail to do.

Task

There are certainly animals that communicate using
different sounds and gestures. Can any of this be
called language? Simple signs of anger, happiness and
a wish to have sex don’t count – showing me your
teeth or your bright bottom9 is not a conversation.
Many animals’ alarm calls10 are basically like shouting
“Aaaaaaaargh!” But there are exceptions, like vervet
monkeys. In the wild, there are four main animals that
kill vervets. The monkeys have a different sound for
each of them, and they react differently depending on
the warning: for example, they climb into the trees if
they hear the “python11” call, but hide on the ground
if they hear the “eagle” warning. A different sound for
each of four specific things? Those are “words”.
Even this isn’t really language. For language, there
must be a way of putting words
together into a sentence.
Chimpanzees and parrots can
learn how to do this, but no one
knows if any animals do it in
the wild. Humans are the only
animals that definitely talk.

Liar, Liar Pants on Fire
Many animals trick other animals,
(such as male cuttlefish
(= sépie) that pretend12 to be
females so they can sneak
past13 the big boys and meet
the girls). It takes intelligence
to make up a new lie, though.
One example that went viral
earlier this year was of some crows. A woman had cats
that meowed at the door when they were hungry. The
woman put food out for them, and the crows stole
some of the food. One day, she heard the meowing
and went to feed her cats, but they weren’t there.
The crows had learned to copy the sound of the cats’
meows to trick her into feeding them. Clever little liars!
Chimpanzees “lie”, too. A chimp who finds something
tasty when other chimps are nearby might pretend
there’s nothing there so it doesn’t have to share.

Match the animals
to the behaviours.

1

vervet monkeys

a

sometimes lie so they don’t have to share food

2

crows

b

the males can look like females

3

cuttlefish

c

are able to solve a puzzle prepared by scientists

4

chimps

d

prefer good leaders

e

can learn to imitate different sounds

f

can produce different sounds to give a warning

g

care about the feelings of others

Animal
Politicians
Animals that live
in large groups often
have a strong male as their leader.
Chimpanzees have a system like this,
but the other chimps want a good
leader as well as a strong one.
Most of what we’ve seen of chimp
politics is in groups in captivity14,
so it might not be the same in the
wild, but a good leader is often
a peacemaker (= mírotvůrce).
If a female member of the group is
upset, the leader will stay with her
and help her to feel better. Leaders
that do this more seem to stay leader
for longer. This seems to show that
chimps understand how other chimps
feel – and they see it as important.
Leaders get challenged15 by
individuals who want to take over16
the top job, but in chimp society,
a good leader won’t get challenged
as often. A bully17 that makes life in
the group unhappy, though, might not
keep the job even if he’s the strongest.
Sometimes a group of weaker chimps
will team up to kill a bad leader
together. Vive la révolution!

Discuss
What are the four areas of animal
intelligence discussed in the article?
Which things can animals do and
which can’t they do?
Do you know any other animals
known for their intelligence?
Is your pet smart?

Vocabulary
apart from [əˈpɑːt frəm] – kromě
tool [tuːl] – nástroj
spear [ spɪə(r)] – kopí
crow [krəʊ] – vrána
raven [ ˈreɪvn] – krkavec
wire [ ˈwaɪə(r)] – drát
to bend [ bend] – ohnout
hook [hʊk] – hák, háček
bottom [ˈbɒtəm] – zadek
alarm call [ əˈlɑːm kɔːl] –
poplašné volání
11 python [ ˈpaɪθən] – krajta
12 to pretend [ prɪˈtend] – předstírat
13 to sneak past [ sniːk] –
proklouznout kolem
14 in captivity [kæpˈtɪvəti] – v zajetí
15 to get challenged
[ɡet ˈtʃælɪndʒd] – být vyzýván
16 to take over – převzít
17 bully [ˈbʊli] – tyran
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

→ Solutions in tf
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a2–b1 anglophones abroad

Amy Huck
Our last expat in this
year’s series, Amy
Huck, is from the
United States. She
kept coming back to
the Czech Republic
until she made her
home here. Amy’s job
as a film and theatre
actress is very
interesting, as are
the things she has to
say about Czechs.
zuzana sklenková (Cz)
Liam peach (uk)
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When did you first get here?
In 1998 but I haven’t been here the whole
time. I went back to the States twice
and lived in Scotland and Thailand in the
meantime1. But I just kept coming back.
What brought you to the Czech
Republic?
It was a total fluke2. Originally, I went with
my friend to Barcelona and did a TEFL*
course and it was hard to find work there as
teachers, so we decided to look somewhere
else. The Spanish TEFL school had a branch3
in Prague and there were plenty of jobs.
So we took a train from Barcelona to
Prague and we arrived here in the middle
of a freezing autumn. We hadn’t packed for
cold weather, we packed for Spain. It was
a big shock but also exciting to be in a new
place. My first teaching job was in Hodonín.
But besides teaching, you are also an
actor?
I studied acting in college and have
a degree4 in theatre acting. It wasn’t long in
Prague before I found a theatre company.
It was called Misery Loves Company at
the Globe at Výstaviště. Much later I also
started working with Prague Shakespeare
Company, a professional theatre group

(USA)

that puts on productions of different plays
in English. We have done all kinds of plays
and we have played at the Estates Theatre5,
Prague Castle and Vyšehrad.
What about acting in films?
I didn’t come to Prague to be a film actress.
I thought I would be doing other things,
but there were and still are so many movies
made. I got my first part6 in a film called

Harrison’s Flowers, where I played the news
reporter Cybil. It was great. And then I was
in the horror From Hell which was based on
the story of Jack the Ripper. Later I got other
parts. In addition to acting, I also made
commercials7 and taught English and yoga.
What’s it like to see yourself on
billboards?
It’s weird. It’s never me the way I look. You
can’t control the hair and the make-up.
I have done about 50 commercials, but it’s
usually just for money. Most of the time,
it’s not very artistically8 satisfying. But
occasionally you get to do a good one,
I mean I have done some that I’m proud of.
What do you do now?
Now I run the acting department9 at
the Prague Film School. I love it. I teach
acting and yoga and I also organize the
curriculum10, the guest teachers and the
schedules. The work changes all the time.
It’s also a job that I can easily combine
with acting. There is a great international
environment at the school with about
48 nationalities (from India, or other places
like Guatemala, New Zealand and Sweden).
What do you like about the Czech
Republic?
There are a lot of things I like about the
Czech Republic. I like my friends that live
here and I love being in Europe. The city
of Prague is very liveable11, you can walk

everywhere, there is a lot of green space
and crime is non-existent. The architecture
is beautiful.
Is there anything negative about the
Czech Republic?
I don’t really like Czech food. I am
a vegetarian and there is no great choice
for vegetarians. Even if you fry cheese, you
need to combine it with different flavours
and not serve it with potatoes and tartar
sauce12. The only thing I like is kulajda.
What is your home state Ohio famous
for?
Basically, Ohio is in the middle of everything;
it’s the average America. They test products
in Ohio to get an idea what average
Americans think about them. Besides
that, Ohio is a huge decision-maker in
elections13 because of the number of votes
in the electoral college*. And the biggest
university in the country, Ohio State, with
65,000 students is located in the state.
There are huge medical and law schools.
What do you miss about the US?
America is very open-minded14 in a lot of
ways. Of course, now there is a political
division. But I miss multiculturalism, people
of color, of different ethnicities. Prague
is really white. People don’t express
themselves very much here. You have
to be quiet on the tram. To give you an
example, I was in New York and saw two
women who were standing on the opposite
side of the street. They were friends and
they recognized each other and they did
this funny dance. This wouldn’t happen in
the Czech Republic. Czechs can be noisy
and funny but their characteristic is not to
stand out15.
Are there any practical differences?
The ironing16 thing. I still have Czech friends
of my age who iron all of their clothes: their
underwear, their T-shirts. I have had friends
say I can’t meet you, I have ironing to do.

Glossary
TEFL – a teaching qualification:
Teaching English as a Foreign
Language
electoral college – a group of
people from each state who
formally vote for the US president
and vice-president

Vocabulary
meantime [ˈmiːntaɪm] – mezitím
fluke [fluːk] – klika, štastná náhoda
branch [ brɑːntʃ] – pobočka
degree [ dɪˈɡriː] –
titul, univerzitní vzdělání
5 Estates Theatre [ɪˈsteɪts ˈθɪətə(r)] –
Stavovské divadlo
6 part [ pɑːt] – role
7 commercial [kəˈmɜːʃl] – reklama
8 artistically [ɑːˈtɪstɪkli] – umělecky
9 department [dɪˈpɑːtmənt] – katedra
10 curriculum [ kəˈrɪkjələm] –
učební plan
11 liveable [ ˈlɪvəbl] – vhodný k žití
12 tartar sauce [tɑːtə ˈsɔːs] –
tatarská omáčka
13 election [ɪˈlekʃn] – volby
14 open-minded [ əʊpən ˈmaɪndɪd] –
otevřený, toleratní
15 to stand out – vyčnívat
16 ironing [ ˈaɪənɪŋ]– žehlení
1
2
3
4
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a2–b1 review

Track 5

Anglophones
broad
Finale

T

his school year you had a chance to read interviews with
English-speaking expats living in the Czech Republic. They
shared their ideas about our country, national character, food
and much more. Here’s a short summary of their most interesting
impressions1 because what better way to see yourself and your
country than through the eyes of others?
And in the second part of our summary you can test yourself
on how much you remember about the different Englishspeaking countries we got to know through the interviews.

What Have We Learnt About Ourselves?
Task 1

Read these statements about Czechs and the Czech Republic.
Decide if they are negative or positive. Do you think they are true?

“I love Mikuláš. It’s like a mix of Halloween
and Christmas.” Vince, Ireland

“Czech supermarkets in Prague are not
well-stocked2.” Kristine, South Africa

“I like the Czech public transport. I also like that
everything is peaceful and calm and clean – the
countryside is amazing.” Anjelynn, Philippines

“I miss that people don’t smile here as
much. I miss the friendliness and warmth
of strangers.” Kristine, South Africa

“I like the tradition of tramping.
You can go anywhere, make
a fire and camp.” Andy, UK

“Czechs are very shy at the beginning but
once they come out of their shells3, they’re
sweet and welcoming.” Tess, India

“There are so many churches in the
Czech Republic but the country is
one of the least religious4 countries
in the world.” Julie, Australia

“I also never understood why
Czechs say goodbye when they get
out of a lift but they rarely say hello
when they get in.” Vince, Ireland

What other things might
“Czechs don’t express themselves too much.
You have to be quiet on the tram.” Amy, USA

16
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foreigners find strange about the
Czech Republic or Slovakia?

“Culturally there is so much to do and
it’s not expensive. You can go to the
theatre, see an independent film, visit an
art gallery, go to a music festival, there
is always stuff to do.” Liam, Canada

The Most Popular
Czech Dishes

The Most Popular
Czech Places
Prague → Český ráj → Klatovy → Zlín → Kokořín → Olomouc → Pardubice

→ Beef sirloin in cream sauce
→ Goulash
→ Roasted pork knuckle

How Much do you Remember?
Task 2

Match the country with
the correct description.
Ireland India

the philippines Australia South Africa Canada The United Kingdom

1

3

2

4

“In my country the coldest it gets is zero.
I remember a rule at school that you had to
do sports outdoors even when it was 34 degrees.
Also our idea of a forest is very different, the
bush is dry and trees are pale5.”

“People in my country love their food and
no matter how far away they are from their
motherland, they always try to keep their food
traditions alive. This explains why there are so
many restaurants with our national food around
the world. Also the summers are very hot and
I do not miss the heat at all! Like most tropical
countries, our country has a lot of bugs6.”

Task 3

6

“Everyone knows my country for its beaches. I’m
very proud of it and that’s why when I go home,
I make sure I take at least one trip to the beach. Also
mangoes. We have the best mangoes in my opinion.”

“I miss friendliness. I know
it’s a stereotype, but it’s true,
people from my country are very,
very friendly and polite. They come
up to strangers and say nice things
to them.”

“I really miss the music sessions in our pubs –
it’s a common thing, it happens all the time,
everyone takes part and the atmosphere is really great.
That’s a really typical experience in my country.”

7

“The natural beauty of my
country is hard to beat. People
are very warm and friendly, they
often braai (barbecue) together.
Also, where I live you can see a lot
of wild animals from farm animals
to baboons8, giraffes and others.”

5

“I miss what we call banter in our country – having
a joke with random7 people, which happens quite
frequently where I come from. I don’t miss the violence
on the streets, people sometimes fight at weekends
when they are drinking.”

Vocabulary

Listen to a recording about different cities featured throughout the
year in the magazine. Write the name of the city from the box next to
the correct number. Then match the city with the correct picture.

Vancouver Mumbai

Manila

York

Galway Melbourne

1

5

2

6

3

7

1 impression [ ɪmˈpreʃn] – dojem
2 well-stocked [wel stɒkt] –
dobře zásobený
3 shell [ʃel] – ulita
4 religious [ rɪˈlɪdʒəs] – věřící
5 pale [peɪl] – světlý, bílý
6 bugs [ bʌɡz] – hmyz
7 random [ ˈrændəm] – náhodný
8 baboon [ bəˈbuːn] – pavián

Johannesburg

4
A

b

c

d

e

f

g
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A2–B1 Personalities

Track 6

If I ask you who the President of
the United States of America is, I am
sure you will know. But there is an old
saying: “Behind every great man is
a great woman”. Though presidents
of the United States are generally1
more famous than their wives, First
Ladies are often powerful and strong
women who help shape public
policy2, culture, and even fashion!
Hannah Hanover (USA)

So What Does
a First Lady Do?
In 1838 a newspaper called Martha Washington
the “First Lady” and this name for the president’s
wife has been used ever since. Though there are
many traditions for American First Ladies, like
decorating the White House for Christmas, many
First Ladies also have successful personal careers.
One important tradition is that the President’s wife
chooses a social (= společenské) issue or a problem
in the country and works to help people understand
the issue and change it. Even though being First
Lady is not a political job, everyone in the country
believes that the president’s wife has some power
and a lot of responsibility3 to show the world a positive picture
of the USA. They often give speeches4, are active in ceremonies
when good or bad things happen (like at holidays or after natural
disasters5), and publicly support their husbands.

FIRST
LADIES
The Women of the White House

Martha
Washington
The Very
First Lady
Also known as
“Lady Washington”, Martha
Washington lived with her
husband, first US president
George Washington, in
New York City and later
in Philadelphia in the
1790s. (The new national
capital, Washington, DC,
didn’t become the seat6 of
the president until 1800.)
Martha was special for her
time because she could both
read and write. She mostly
read the Bible and wrote
letters. Mrs. Washington
welcomed all visitors and
took part in official ceremonies. The Washingtons were a very happy and
intelligent couple and died within three years of each other.

18
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cd Task

Eleanor Roosevelt:
Power and the President

Listen to the story of
another famous First Lady,
Eleanor Roosevelt, and
complete the notes about her.
Eleanor was married to
1 __________________ Roosevelt, the president
between 2 __________________ . She tried to improve
3 __________________ rights. Because of an illness
called polio (= obrna), her husband had to use
a 4 __________________ so she 5 __________________
for him. In the 1930s–40s she fought for equality7
of 6 __________________ which she showed when
she invited a black 7 __________________ singer to
perform at the 8 ____________ ____________ .

Hillary Clinton
A Political First Lady
Famous for being the only First Lady to run for8 president, Hillary Clinton
is a special political figure. Not only was she the First Lady to Bill Clinton,
but she was Secretary of State9 to President Barack Obama and a US
Senator, too. She is the only woman ever to be nominated for President
by a major party10 and was made even more famous during her 2016 fight
with Donald Trump for the presidency. Though she did not become the
first woman president of the US, Hillary Clinton's long and amazing career
as a powerful female politician inspires young girls. In an interview with
Glamour she advised women who want to succeed in politics or business:
"I've seen so many talented young women who hold back (= drží se
zpátky) because they're not sure that what they say will be smart enough.
You don't have to be perfect. Most men never think like that."

Michelle Obama
For Education of Girls and Healthy usA
Michelle Obama is the wife of former11 president Barack Obama. She was
the first African American woman to be the First Lady. She first met the
future president while she was working as a lawyer in Washington, DC.
They were working in the same law firm for the summer and she was
assigned12 to be his mentor (= poradce). Mrs Obama worked as a lawyer
for many years. When her husband ran for president, she left her job to
help him campaign. She is famous for her projects to help Americans get
fit and be healthy, as a fashion icon, a public speaker, and for creating
organizations that help girls all over the world get an education. Michelle
Obama’s new book Becoming, about her life and her time in the White
House was a huge success, and sold more than any other book in the US
in 2018 in just 15 days!

Melania Trump
Model, Immigrant, and First Lady
Mrs Trump is the second* First Lady who was born
outside of the US. She is originally from the part of
Yugoslavia that is now Slovenia. She moved to the US
after a successful modelling career in Europe. Melania
married Donald Trump in 2005, after many years of
dating. She became a US citizen13 the next year. She
lives quietly with her youngest son, Barron, and works
to end cyberbullying14 of children in the US.

Discuss
Which First Lady do you like?
What about Czech First Ladies?
Can you name some? What
responsibilities do they have?

Vocabulary

Task

*The very first First Lady
who was born outside
the USA was Louisa
Adams, the wife of the
second US President,
John Adams. She was
born in London.

Match these fun facts with one
of the ladies from the article.

1

In 1961, this First Lady wrote to NASA asking how
to become an astronaut. They replied that they
were not accepting women into their programs.

2

This First Lady loves sport and works out
like a “gladiator”, according to her friends.

3

This First Lady can speak more languages
than any First Lady who came before her.

1 generally [ˈdʒenrəli] – všeobecně
2 public policy [ˈpʌblɪk ˈpɒləsi] –
veřejná politika
3 responsibility [rɪˌspɒnsəˈbɪləti] –
zodpovědnost
4 to give a speech [ spiːtʃ] – mít proslov
5 disaster [ dɪˈzɑːstə(r)] – katastrofa
6 seat [siːt] – sídlo
7 equality [iˈkwɒləti] – rovnoprávnost
8 to run for – kandidovat na
9 Secretary of State
[sekrətri əv ˈsteɪt] –
ministryně zahraničí (v USA)
10 party – politická strana
11 former [ˈfɔːmə(r)] – bývalý
12 to be assigned [əˈsaɪnd] –
být přidělen
13 citizen [ˈsɪtɪzn] – občan
14 cyberbullying [ˈsaɪbəbʊliɪŋ] –
kyberšikana

→ Solutions in tf
Gate May-June | 2019
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A2–B1 Sport

Barefoot
Walking
In a country where militant2
grandmas make you wear
slippers the second you enter
their house, where having
bare feet2 is big no-no , the
thought of going barefoot
gives most Czech people
nightmares3. And yet,
outdoor barefoot walking is
more popular than ever.

The New Foot Trend
The latest health trend has seen
people in parks, on the street and
on the metro getting their feet
naked. They are going outside to
feel the earth under their feet and
the wind running through their
toes. They connect to nature,
Mother Earth and people‘s chewing
gum. But is it healthy? Is it safe?
Will people like my feet?

As one barefoot walker,
Daniel Taras, a physical education
teacher, explained to Gate “Barefoot
walking is about getting in touch with
your body and the outdoors. When
I go barefoot walking, I have to think
a lot more about where I walk and
how I walk, and I feel my muscles4
have to work a lot harder too, so
it‘s good exercise“.

Matthew Burt (UK)

The Positives of
Barefoot Walking
And the
science agrees.
Many studies5 have
shown the health
benefits6 of losing
the shoes.

bette r co nt ro l
o f yo ur feet

imp roved balance
str onger leg mus cle s, wh ich
sup port the lower bac k
re lief 7 fr om bad ly
fi ttin g shoe s

But wait, before you throw away your trainers
and try barefoot walking, here are some
safety tips to keep your bare feet happy.

Gate May-June | 2019

Would you like to try barefoot
walking? Where could you try it?

You have worn shoes all your life and your
feet will need time to change and get
stronger. Start slowly, even just five minutes
a day of barefoot walking can improve health.

Again, because of
years of shoe wearing,
your feet are quite soft
so be aware8 of what
you‘re walking on.
Stay on soft grass and
smooth pavements9 to
begin with, until your
feet toughen up10.

 Language Point
big no-no – something that is
thought of as not acceptable, or
a very bad idea

Vocabulary

Finally, the ground has
millions of bacteria and cuts
can lead to bad infections.
Avoid the metro if you can.

Remember there are still loads of activities that give you the benefits
of having bare feet without any risks. These include yoga, pilates,
martial arts11 or simply doing balance exercises at home in bare feet.
The important thing is to begin to be thankful for those strange looking
body parts that carry your weight all day long and get you from A to B.
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Discuss

1 barefoot [ˈbeəfʊt] – bosý
2 militant [ˈmɪlɪtənt] – bojovný
3 nightmare [ˈnaɪtmeə(r)] –
noční můra
4 muscles [ˈmʌslz] – svaly
5 study [ ˈstʌdi] – studie
6 benefit [ˈbenɪfɪt] – přínos
7 relief [rɪˈliːf] – úleva
8 to be aware [əˈweə(r)] –
uvědomit si
9 pavement [ ˈpeɪvmənt] – chodník
10 to toughen up [ ˈtʌfn] – zpevnit
11 martial arts [mɑːʃl ˈɑːts] –
bojová umění

So be happy you have a pair and free your feet
from their shoe prisons, walk the way your
body was always supposed to: go barefoot!
It‘s one small step for a man, it‘s one giant…
piece of glass owwww!

tf Activities

Tracks 7, 8

A2–B1 Travel

They say that travel broadens (= rozšiřuje)
the mind. What they don’t often say, however, is that
travel can also mean sickness, getting lost and cultural
misunderstandings (= nedorozumění). We asked
a few of our writers to tell us about their worst travel
experiences and what lessons they learned from them.

Train Test

It Will Be Worse

Kristine Botha (South Africa)

Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

Won Day in Korea
April Mislan (USA)

Have you ever gone on holiday by coach
(= dálkový autobus)?
I am quite tall, so coach seats are a bit of
a squash (= mačkanice). On one coach from
London to Madrid, the seat in front of me
was stuck (= zaseknuté) in the lying down
position. My own seat was broken, too.
It could only stay upright (= ve svislé poloze).
It was an uncomfortable 18 hours. At least
I had my book to read. Well, until they
switched off the lights so they could show
a film. Still, a film’s OK, right? Not this time.
It was Stop! Or My Mom Will Shoot (8 % on
RottenTomatoes.com). And it was dubbed
(= dabované), badly, into Spanish. I’ve never
been so happy to arrive somewhere.
Well, then there was the journey back,
which was in the same coach. Only this
time, it was raining, and I learnt about the
holes in the roof. And the toilet was broken,
so the smell was – well, let’s just say I didn’t
feel hungry. I didn’t even have anything to
read. I was glad when they put a film on.
They switched off the lights, and the film
started. I sat there in horror. It was Stop! Or
My Mom Will Shoot. Lesson learnt: Stop! Or
My Mom Will Shoot is a really bad film.

I arrived in South Korea after a long flight
from the USA. I had some Korean money
(won) with me, but being so exhausted
(= unavená), I didn’t know how similar it
all looked. I took a taxi from the airport to
my hotel and the total cost came to 3,000
won (which is around what I had been told
it would cost). I gave the driver three 1,000
won bills (= bankovky) (so I thought). I said
“Is that OK?” and he replied “Yes, thank
you” and drove off. I later realized I had
given him three 10,000 won bills, which
meant instead of paying him 3,000 won
(about $3), I paid him 30,000 won (about
$30) and asked if “that was enough”. Lesson
learned? Always know the different bills in
the currency (= měna) you will be using, and
more importantly, count the zeros.

They say you
really get to
know someone
when you travel
with them. That
certainly proved
true (= potvrdilo)
for my new
boyfriend and
me on our train
ride to Budapest. This was our first trip away
together. We were still trying very hard to
impress (= udělat dojem na) each other!
We chose to travel by train, as in my
country we don’t travel by train and
I wanted a new experience. Well, perhaps
it wasn’t such a great idea to test this new
type of transport with a new boyfriend.
I had my first experience of motion sickness
(= nevolnost při cestování). I tried to hold it
together (= vydržet) for as long as possible,
but around halfway through the train ride
I vomited (= zvracet) all over the new scarf
I had bought.
My poor boyfriend was very understanding
and made me feel better while I cried.
He even helped me clean up the mess
and made jokes to improve my mood.
Finally, I was able to enjoy the ride. The
experience definitely taught me something:
pick who you travel with carefully. Having
someone who is caring, kind and flexible
(= přizpůsobivý) makes a big difference.

What is your worst travel
story? What did it teach you?
Gate May-June | 2019
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A2–B1 Sport
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Tracks 9, 10

tf Lesson Plan 2

In sport, winning or
losing isn’t important –
it’s the taking part that
matters. Yeah right. Try
telling that to fans of these
teams. For these rivals,
winning is everything and
losing is unthinkable2.

The

Biggest
Sporting
Rivalries
in the World

Liam Peach (UK)

Football

Celtics

Lakers

When it comes to basketball, no other rivalry comes close. These
two are by far the most successful NBA teams of all time: the Boston
Celtics have 17 titles, the LA Lakers 16. Next on the list is the Chicago
Bulls, way behind with just 6. When the Lakers play the Celtics, it’s
West Coast vs East Coast and the whole of America stops to watch.
For many people, the biggest rivalry was in the 1980s, and was
personified10 by two great players: Magic Johnson and Larry Bird.
Both the players and the teams had opposite styles, with Magic and
the Lakers playing an exciting, free-wheeling11 game and Bird and the
Celtics preferring a more technical, organised way of playing.

Celtic

Rangers

There are a lot of rivalries in football, but few have as much history
and passion3 as the Glasgow Derby. Rangers vs Celtic has always
been about much more than just football.
Rangers started in the rough4, ship-building, mainly Protestant
district of Govan in 1872. They had the city to themselves until they
got a new green and white neighbour 15 years later. Celtic were
founded5 to support the large number of (mainly Catholic) Irish
immigrants in Glasgow, many of whom were very poor.
Although the two teams played nicely together at first, it didn’t take
long before religious, political and economic tensions6 between
the two communities turned the relationship sour7. It was war –
both on and off the pitch8, with fans, players and even managers
behaving badly. Red cards, player fights, this derby has had
everything over the years. And although these days the situation
in the city is much better, the rivalry on the pitch is still fierce9.
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And for the fans there is no rivalry like it. The Lakers recently bought
LeBron James,
probably the
Basketball
best basketball
player in the
world right now,
and it seems
that LeBron
understands the
rivalry pretty
well. He once
said that he
would even play
hard against
his own mother
if she were on
the court12 in
a Boston Celtics
uniform!

Baseball

India

Pakistan

Cricket may be known as the gentleman’s game,
but that goes out of the window when these two
rivals meet. In India and Pakistan cricket is a way
of life, not just a sport, and with the history of war
between the two countries, when they meet on
the cricket field, it all adds up to one of the fiercest
rivalries in the world.

Boston Red Sox

Ny Yankees

What is it about Boston and sporting rivalries? While Bostonian basketball fans
hate the LA Lakers, their baseball fans have a different enemy: the New York
Yankees. The Red Sox vs Yankees feud13 is maybe the oldest and most famous
rivalry in American sporting history, going back more than a hundred years and
over 2,000 games.

Such is the popularity of the sport in both countries,
that when India and Pakistan play, up to a billion
people watch it on TV, making it one of the mostwatched sporting events in all the world. Because
of the history of war between the two countries,
the game sometimes has to take place in neutral
places. To give you an idea of how seriously the
game is taken, 66 students were expelled15 from
an Indian university in Kashmir in 2014, not for
cheating16 in exams, but for cheering for17 Pakistan!
cricket

And it is all connected to one event. In 1920, Red Sox owner Harry Frazee sold
a young player to the Yankees. That player was Babe Ruth, who would become
probably the greatest baseball player of all time. Before selling Ruth, the Red Sox
were pretty successful, but afterwards things went very wrong. They didn’t win
another championship until 2004! That was painful enough, but they also had to
watch the Yankees win 26 times. This 86-year-long period of pain became known
as the curse14 of the Bambino (bambino means babe in Italian) and the Red Sox
fans will never forget. Nor will Yankees fans let them.

Task 1

Can you write the names of the teams
from the article to match the fans?

TEAM

TEAM

TEAM

Discuss
Are you a fan of any sports team?
They touch the green
wall (known as the green
monster) at their home
stadium, Fenway Park,
before every game for
good luck. They sing the
song “Sweet Caroline” at
every home game and are
fans of two teams. Their
own, and whoever is
playing the Yankees!

Task 2

Real Madrid

There are over 9 million
of them worldwide.
They call their team “the
Bhoys” and hard-core
supporters are part of the
“Green Brigade”.

Fans of this team
include celebrities such
as Leonardo DiCaprio,
Tom Cruise and Selena
Gomez. You will find
them wearing the black,
purple, white and gold
colours of their heroes at
their home stadium, the
Staples Center.

Name the missing rival
team from the pair.

A.S. Roma

Manchester United

What are the biggest Czech
rivalries in football / ice-hockey?

Vocabulary
1 rivalry [ˈraɪvlri] – rivalita, soupeření
2 unthinkable [ʌnˈθɪŋkəbl] – nemyslitelný
3 passion [ ˈpæʃn] – zanícení
4 rough [ rʌf] – drsný
5 to found – založit
6 tension [ ˈtenʃn] – napětí
7 sour [ ˈsaʊə(r)] – kyselý
8 pitch [pɪtʃ] – hřiště (fotbalové)
9 fierce [fɪəs] – nelítosný
10 to personify [ pəˈsɒnɪfaɪ] – zosobňovat
11 free-wheeling [ friːˈwiːlɪŋ] – odvázaný
12 court [ kɔːt] – basketbalové hřiště
13 feud [fjuːd] – spor
14 curse [kɜːs] – prokletí
15 to be expelled [ɪkˈspeld] – být vyloučen
16 to cheat [tʃiːt] – podvádět
17 to cheer for [tʃɪə(r)] – fandit někomu

→ Solutions in tf
Gate May-June | 2019
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A2-B1 Space

Track 11

Fifty years
ago this July,
Neil Armstrong
became the first man
on the moon. He is one of
the best known people in
history, so it might surprise
you to learn that he was
not the type of man who
wanted to be famous.

Neil
Armstrong
The Man on
the Moon

Patrick Phillips (US)

Armstrong had many jobs before he
became an astronaut1, and most of them
were quite dangerous. He loved airplanes
from childhood, and was also very good
at math and everything technical.

Task

Read paragraphs A–D and put
them in the correct order. Then
listen and see if you were right.
→ Solutions in tf

A

In 1951, Armstrong was sent
to Korea. He flew 78 missions2
during the war and was known to be
a fearless3 pilot. He was shot down
once during a bombing mission but
managed to parachute safely to land.

B In 1962, Armstrong joined
NASA as an astronaut.
Compared to being a test pilot and
flying war planes, being an astronaut
must have been almost boring.
When Armstrong was 17, he
began his studies at Purdue
University. To pay for it, he joined the
US Navy4. The navy would pay for
his education and Armstrong would
serve5 in the navy for a few years.
The bad part was that the Korean
War was going on at the time, and so
there was the risk of being killed.

C

After the navy he found an
even more dangerous job: he
became a test pilot. The job of a test
pilot is to see if a plane will really fly.
The problem is that sometimes planes
don´t really fly. He had several crash
landings6 in his career, but Armstrong
was always saved by his quick
thinking and great flying skills.

D
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The First Space Flight
Armstrong first flew in space in March 1966,
with David Scott. While they were orbiting
(= kroužit) the Earth, the stabilizing system
on their space capsule (= kabina) broke and
the ship began spinning7. Armstrong calmly
turned off the stabilizing system and flew
the capsule manually. He brought himself
and Scott safely home.

To the Moon
Armstrong’s second trip to space was his
most famous. He commanded8 Apollo 11
and became the first man on the moon.
One reason Armstrong was chosen was his
modesty9. NASA didn´t want someone with
a huge ego being the first man on the moon.

Armstrong’s Cool Head
As he and crewmate Buzz Aldrin were
about to land on the moon, Armstrong
saw there were many stones where he
should land. There was only enough
fuel10 for an extra 40 seconds, but
Armstrong calmly looked around until he
found a safe place to land.
From there all went perfectly. Almost.
When it was time for the astronauts
to leave the moon, they saw that the

BrE vs AmE
aeroplanes (BrE) × airplanes (AmE)
maths (BrE) × math (AmE)

Vocabulary
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

astronaut [ æstrənɔːt] – kosmonaut
mission [ ˈmɪʃn ] – let
fearless [ˈfɪələs] – nebojácný
navy [ ˈneɪvi] – námořnictvo
to serve [sɜːv] – sloužit
crash landing [ kræʃ ˈlændɪŋ] –
nouzové přistání
to spin [ spɪn] – točit se
to command [ kəˈmɑːnd] – velet
modesty [ˈmɒdəsti] – skromnost
fuel [ ˈfjuːəl] – palivo
switch [swɪtʃ] – spínač
to be embarrassed [ɪmˈbærəst] –
v rozpacích

switch11 for the rockets was broken.
Without the switch they would stay on
the moon forever. Armstrong took a pen
from his pocket, took it apart (= rozebrat)
and used a piece as a new switch.
It worked perfectly.
Armstrong left NASA in 1971. He never
tried to be a celebrity and seemed
embarrassed12 by his fame. He died on
August 25th 2012. He was 82 years old,
and still a national hero.

Event  A2–B1

Stars of the Internet
The Global Social Awards
What Are the
Global Social
Awards?
These awards are given to artists,
musicians, models and inspirational
figures from the world of social media.
These days, Instagrammers and YouTubers
have a huge impact on4 society. They inspire
us, set5 positive examples, and help their
fans through difficult times. In this way
they have more influence6 than
traditional celebrities like
actors or singers.

Meet a Few
of the Nominees

Do you know who is coming
to Prague this May? Some of
the most successful internet
personalities from all around
the world. Some have more
than a million followers. And
what’s the occasion1 ? This
year, Prague is hosting2 the
Global Social Awards3.
Damien Galeone (US)

Inspiration
and Influence
For social media figures
who inspire people every
day with their creativity
and originality.

How Does
the Voting Work?
The public first nominated influencers
in six regions (Europe, North and Central
America, South America, Australia, Asia,
Africa), and then voted for their favourites in
each category. The winners of each category
in this round7 then advanced8 to the final.
Right now the final voting is almost
complete, and on May 29th, at a
ceremony in Forum Karlín, we will find
out who has won the awards in
the following four
categories:

Social
Impact and
Change

For people who want to
improve the world and
others by example.

Fun and
Entertainment

The
Rising Stars

For influencers who
entertain with humour
or any other form
of art.

For new social stars who
are already influential9
because of their
imagination and
unique vision.

This
Inspiration
and Influence Czech

internet
sensation has won
many awards including
Videoblogger of 2017 and 2018 and also the Go
Global Award which sent her to the final round
of the Global Awards. She is famous for her
funny videos.

Anna Sulc

Social Impact and
Change
Greta Thunberg
Sixteen-year-old Swedish climate
change activist Greta Thunberg
got international attention by
showing that even young people
can make a big difference. At first
acting alone, she started a “school
strike10 for the climate”: instead
of going to school, she sat in front
of the Swedish parliament, asking
politicians to act on climate
change. She has inspired more
than a million other young people
around the world to hold their
own strikes and demonstrations.
She was recently nominated for
the Nobel Peace Prize.

Inspiration and Influence
Tatsuya Tanaka
This Japanese artist and photographer
has won over the internet world with his
miniature art scenes. He creates beautiful
tiny scenes in which he combines everyday
objects and food with little figurines. You
can see a ski jumper in a shoe or a couple
sailing on a piece of orange peel.

If you want to see the full list of everyone
who will be coming to Prague for the awards
ceremony hosted by the supermodel Karolína
Kurková, visit www.socialawards.global.
You can also buy tickets for the ceremony.

Vocabulary
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

occasion [əˈkeɪʒn] – příležitost
to host [həʊst] – být místem konání
award [ əˈwɔːd] – ocenění
to have impact [ ˈɪmpækt] – mít dopad
to set an example – jít příkladem
influence [ˈɪnfluəns] – vliv
round [ raʊnd] – kolo
to advance [ ədˈvɑːns] – postoupit
influential [ ɪnfluˈenʃl] – vlivný
strike [ straɪk] – stávka
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A2–B1 Film

April Action
Avengers: EndGame is one of the most
talked about movies of the year. It’s
the last in the Avengers series and it
starts where Avengers: Infinity War
ended. Spoiler alert*: Avengers:
Infinity War ended in total
destruction, with the universe in
chaos. Now it’s once again up2 to
the Avengers to undo3 the evil
Thanos’ actions and restore4 the
universe. You’re going to see
all your favourites: Iron Man,
Spider-Man, the Black Widow,
Ant-Man, plus Captain Marvel
makes an appearance. Will
the Avengers be able to
win against Thanos once
and for all? There’s only
one way to find out.
Avengers: EndGame is
in cinemas now.

June Comedies

Men in Black
Another popular franchise13
returns this summer, Men in
Black: International is the fourth in
the movie series. Set in the same
universe as the first three movies,
the story focuses14 on two new agents
(played by Chris Hemsworth and Tessa
Thompson) based in London. The
threat15 of aliens continues, but this time
there’s a problem in the agency: there’s
a spy. So, not only do the two agents have
to protect the earth against dangerous
aliens from outer space, they have to find
the spy and make sure the agency survives.
Who knows, we may even see our favourite
Men in Black, Will Smith and Tommy Lee
Jones return as Agent J and K.

Top M

PiC

April-

Though you have to wait two
more months before you can
start your summer, there
are still lots of great film
adventures in your local
cinema. Whether you like
action, sci-fi or comedy, there’s sure to be
something to keep you entertained1. Here’s a list
of our top film picks for the next three months.

July sci-Fi
Finally the wait is over. Stranger
Things is back with season 3. We
know it isn’t a movie but we can’t talk
about what to watch this summer
and ignore this one. It was the hit TV
series of 2016, bringing the very best
of ’80s sci-fi into our living rooms.
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The gang are now finally living normal
lives and Will and Eleven are dating.
However, this is Stranger Things
so things are not as they seem. It’s
been a year since the kids fought the
Shadow Monster and won, but as July
4th gets closer, well, strange things

start to happen. When another person
disappears, it’s time to realize that
things are far from normal. Will there
be more of the Upside Down world?
Will the kids once again win the fight
against the dark forces18 surrounding
their town? We can’t wait to find out.

May Cliffhanger*
A documentary5 about climbing might not
sound that interesting, but Free Solo is sure
to keep you on the edge of your seat6. The
film follows Alex Honnold, who is a free
climber, meaning he climbs without any
ropes7 at all. This dangerous sport has
killed many and the risk is extremely
high. Honnold’s dream is to climb El
Capitan, a rock formation (= skalní
stěna) in Yosemite National Park that
no-one has ever free climbed before,
and we watch as he trains for the big
day. We see Honnold’s struggle8 with
the huge task ahead of him, as well
as his friends’ fears for his safety.
Even the film crew9 wasn’t sure if
they were going to see him die
or succeed. This award-winning
documentary shows human
willpower10 and strength with
beautiful camera work.

Karen Cryer (UK)

Movie

CKs

-July

The World
Without The
Beatles
Next, we have a musical comedy,
inspired by the music of The Beatles.
Yesterday tells the story of Jack,
a young musician. After waking up
from a car crash, he realises that The
Beatles and all their music have been
erased16 from history. As he is the only
one who remembers anything about them,
he decides to re-introduce the world to
The Beatles. However, pretending to be the
writer of some of the best music of all time
means Jack is playing a dangerous game. Is living a lie really worth
all the fame17 and money? You can see Ed Sheeran give Jack advice
on his songwriting and tons of great musical scenes along the way.

Monster Comes
Back in May
Godzilla is back. The scaly11 monster
has appeared in 34 movies so far
and this summer we can enjoy
number 35, Godzilla: The King
of the Monsters. Starring Millie
Bobby Brown (who plays Eleven
in Stranger Things), this movie
has Godzilla fighting several
massive monsters. The
ultimate battle is Godzilla
versus his all-time enemy,
the three-headed monster,
King Ghidorah. This could
be the end of humanity12.
Part sci-fi, part horror,
this monster movie looks
like great entertainment
and non-stop action.

Glossary
spoiler alert – a warning that an
important detail about the story
is going to be revealed
cliffhanger – an abrupt ending
in a film or series that leaves you
in suspense for the next part, or
it can be a suspenseful type of
film (= nervák), here also a play
on the main character of the
documentary hanging on the
cliff, rock

Vocabulary
1 to keep sb entertained
[entəˈteɪnd] – bavit někoho
2 it’s up to sb – je to na někom
3 to undo [ ʌnˈduː] – napravit
4 to restore [rɪˈstɔː(r)] – obnovit
5 documentary [dɒkjuˈmentri] –
dokumentární film
6 edge of the seat [edʒ siːt] –
na kraji sedadla
7 rope [rəʊp] – lano
8 to struggle [ˈstrʌɡl] – zápasit
9 crew [kruː] – štáb
10 willpower [ˈwɪlpaʊə(r)] – síla vůle
11 scaly [ˈskeɪli] – šupinatý
12 humanity [ hjuːˈmænəti] – lidstvo
13 franchise [ ˈfræntʃaɪz] – série filmů
14 to focus [ ˈfəʊkəs] – soustředit se
15 threat [ θret] – hrozba
16 to erase [ ɪˈreɪz] – vymazat
17 fame [ feɪm] – sláva
18 force [fɔːs] – síla

So which film from the list are you going to see?
Can you recommend a movie you
saw to your classmate?
Gate May-June | 2019
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tf Grammar Fixer

Wait,
That
Was
Real?

Flippin’ Truck
Have you ever wanted to
flip2 a truck? Christopher
Nolan did. In Batman: The
Dark Knight there’s a scene
where an 18-wheeler truck
flies into the air doing a full
flip and crashing onto the
street. This is nuts*, they
said. Let’s use CGI, they
said. No way, said Nolan.
Let’s do it for real.
They got a real truck
and attached a big steel
piston3 loaded with TNT
explosive. When the
TNT was detonated4,
the piston had enough
power to flip the truck.
If anything went wrong,
they’d end up destroying
the street, a couple of
buildings, a bunch of cars
and possibly a few people
as well – but fortunately it
worked perfectly. So yeah,
that happened.

Thanks to the magic of CGI,
anything is possible on
screen – but it’s so much
better when you know a stunt
was performed for real. Here
are a few of the maddest,
coolest movie stunts that
were not just clever CGI.
Paul Farrington-Douglas (UK)

Mission: Insane 5

Wingsuit* Madness

Tom Cruise is, of course, completely
mad. No, I’m not talking about his
scientology beliefs. This time I’m
talking about his obsession6 with doing
his own stunts, even in the Mission:
Impossible movies. Those movies have
more than a few crazy stunts.

The Transformers movies were full
of computer-generated (CGI) special
effects, and the most extreme (and
worst) of them all was the third,
Transformers: Dark of the Moon.
Although the movie was rubbish9,
it had one of the most amazing stunts
ever right in the middle of the biggest,
most CGI-heavy scene of all.

In one scene, Cruise climbs the Burj
Khalifa (the world’s tallest building).
In another, he does his own helicopter
stunts (yes, he’s a helicopter pilot).
And in still another, he holds on to the
outside of a plane as it takes off. He
had safety ropes7, of course, but that’s
really Tom Cruise, really holding on
to a real Airbus 400 as it really takes
off at 300 km/h. And he had to do it
8 times to get the perfect shot8.
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It’s a massive mid-air10 battle over
a city – loads of explosions, a bunch
of exploding helicopters, flying giant
robots. A group of soldiers jump out of
a helicopter in wingsuits and skydive11
down, flying through the city and
between buildings at crazy speeds.
You’d never guess that this amazing
stunt was completely real.

Glossary
CGI – computer generated imagery (special
effects created by computer software)
wingsuit – a suit for flying through the air
nuts – an informal way of saying crazy
or strange

Vocabulary
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

stunt [stʌnt] – kaskadérský kousek
to flip, flip [ flɪp] – převrátit, přemet
steel piston [stiːl ˈpɪstən] – ocelový píst
to detonate [ˈdetəneɪt] – odpálit
insane [ ɪnˈseɪn] – šílený
obsession [ əbˈseʃn] – posedlost
safety rope [ˈseɪfti rəʊp] – bezpečnostní lano
shot [ ʃɒt] – záběr
rubbish [ ˈrʌbɪʃ] – nesmysl, blbost
mid-air [ mɪd ˈeə(r)] – ve vzduchu
to skydive [ˈskaɪdaɪv] – skočit volným pádem
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“Pineapple Pizza”

by Richard Kapralčík
Gymnázium Opatov
Teacher: Mgr. Štepán Braňka

“Caviar”
By Antonín Korb, Sára
Piluchová, Sergej Bilecký
ZŠ Švehlova, Praha
Teacher: Mgr. Tereza Kalinová
This skit tells the story of two police officers following an
international criminal. One of the cops, however, is not exactly
the smartest man. With some inspiration from a Beastie Boys
video, a very creative Instagram photoshoot (= focení) and
some tasty looking food, the adventures of Detective Donut
and his partner really made us laugh.

“Unedible”

Richard likes pizza with pineapple. Unfortunately, he seems to
be the only one. His stand up routine (= komická scénka) tells
how his friends, the pizza delivery man and even his computer
cause him problems because of his pizza preference. We’re
sorry, Richard, pineapple on pizza is just wrong, but you did
make us laugh!

“The Biggest Phone Robbery”
By Eliška Moravová,
Anna Sláviková, Daniela Šeráková
ZŠ a MŠ Dolní Břežany
Teacher: Helena Gűttnerová, M.A.
This skit tells the strange story of a girl with a stolen phone,
her friend who believes in magic leaves and a thief with
a YouTube channel. With a very dramatic trailer, some amazing
wigs (= paruky) and a funny chase scene (= honička) we really
enjoyed this crime comedy.

By Dan Hvizdal, Vojtěch
Melnyk, Michal Škoula
Církevní gymnázium Plzeň
Teacher:
Mgr. Pavlína Bezděkovská
You have probably seen the TV programme Prostřeno, but not
like this! Dan, Vojtěch and Michal show what it would be like
if it starred some of the worst people in the world. A host who
makes ketchup soup, a guest who can’t stop playing video
games and another who has to steal everything he sees all
come together for the dinner party from hell!
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“Do Our Parents Have a Simple Life?”
By Natálie Vylamová
Gymnázium a Střední odborná škola
zdravotnická a ekonomická Vyškov
Teacher: Mgr. Romana Měřínská
Who would want to be a parent? The dad in this skit has some
very bad kids who never do what they are told. Will Dad get his
revenge (= pomstít se) and make his children behave? Or will he
be hit with a magic ball and wake up in the middle of a forest?
What do you think?

Prizes for Students
and Teachers
Every video wins a 2,000-crown Alza voucher and
a 500-crown voucher for the Neoluxor bookshop. The teacher
of every winner gets a voucher for the Bridge e-bookshop.
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Musical S
Molly Emmett (USA)

Hradec Králové | July 4

th

– July 6

th

This mixed-genre music festival is held at an unused1
airport in Hradec Králové every year in July. The
open-air festival invites a mixture of international
and Czech artists every year, so attendees2 can enjoy
three days of music on different stages. In past years
there have been as many as 277 bands and artists.

Star

Bring Me
The Horizon

Rock for People
This year, one of the headlining3
groups is the band Bring Me
the Horizon, a five-member,
cross-genre band from Sheffield,
UK. They formed in 2004 but
have become popular in recent
years for songs like “Mantra,”
which was nominated for Best
Rock Song at the 2019 Grammys.
But if their music is not to your
taste4, don’t worry – you will
have around 200 other choices.

Vocabulary
1 unused [ʌnˈjuːzd] – nepoužívané
2 attendee [ ætenˈdiː] – návštěvník
3 to headline, headliner [hedlaɪn] –
být hlavní hvězdou, hlavní hvězda
4 taste [teɪst] – vkus
5 reputation [ repjuˈteɪʃn] – pověst
6 approach [ əˈprəʊtʃ] – přístup
7 majority [məˈdʒɒrəti] – většina
8 to spark excitement
[spɑːk ɪkˈsaɪtmənt] – vyvolat nadšení
9 industrial grounds
[ɪnˈdʌstriəl ɡraʊndz] – průmyslový areál
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10 chimney [tʃɪmni] – komín
11 mine [maɪn] – důl
12 anticipated [ænˈtɪsɪpeɪtɪd] –
očekávaný
13 maiden [ˈmeɪdn] – panna
14 collaboration
[kəˌlæbəˈreɪʃn] – spolupráce
15 catchy [ kætʃi] – chytlavý
16 to capture [ˈkæptʃə(r)] –
zaujmout

This summer, the Czech Republic a
rocking to the sounds of all kinds o
Music festivals are one of the best
and with so many bands and artists
everyone. Let’s check out w

Stars

Lykke Li
and SKEPTA

Pohoda Festival

Trenčín  | July 11th – July 13th
Located on an airfield in Trenčín, Pohoda is
Slovakia’s biggest annual music event, and it has
gained a positive reputation5 even outside of the
country. As the festival organizer, Michal Kaščák,
says, “When preparing Pohoda, we try to use the
same approach6 as when you invite someone to
your home for a visit.” Festival-goers love this
relaxed, comfortable, yet exciting atmosphere.
The program is a mix of concerts, art shows, discussions
and workshops, and often the majority7 of the artists are
not the most internationally famous. But there are always
some well-known names. This year, the Swedish singersongwriter, Lykke Li, is one of the headliners. She is famous
for her electropop albums and you must know her successful
song “I Follow Rivers”, which was made into a remix. For
those looking for less pop-influence, the British grime*
rapper Skepta might spark some excitement8. He’s one of
the best known and respected names on the British music
scene, and won the Mercury Prize for best album of the
year in 2016. But the best thing about festivals like Pohoda
is going and discovering new artists in a joyful atmosphere,
surrounded by your friends and fellow* music-lovers!

Summer

and neighboring countries will be
of musicians from all over the world.
t things about the summer months
s, there is sure to be something for
who you can see and where.

Star

MØ

Colours of Ostrava

Glossary
grime – a type of electronic dance music with
rapping that started in London in the early 2000s
fellow – as an adjective describes sb who shares the
same interests or a job as you, e.g fellow students
Old Norse – an old language spoken by people
in Scandinavia many years ago
EP – EP is short for ’extended play’, it is longer than
a single but shorter than an album

Star

The 1975

Sziget Festival

Dolní Vítkovice, Ostrava  | July 17th – July 20th
Colours of Ostrava is an internationally-famous festival with
four days of performances representing over 12 genres of
music, from rock to hip-hop to funk to flamenco. In 2012 the
festival moved into the former industrial grounds9 of Dolní
Vítkovice, so now the stages are located among old chimneys10,
mines11 and factory buildings. Although these structures are
usually dirty, Colours is known for being true to its name – it’s
full of colour, life, and, of course, plenty of music.
There will be more than 400 concerts, discussions and
workshops on the Colours program this year, but one
of the most anticipated12 is MØ. MØ is a Danish pop
superstar. MØ means a maiden13 in Old Norse*. She broke
onto the international scene in the last decade with
several collaborations14 with artists including Iggy Azalea
and Major Lazer. In addition to several EPs*, in 2018 MØ
released her second studio album, Forever Neverland. With
catchy15, danceable songs (and video clips) like “Nights
with You” and “Blur”, MØ has captured16 the ears (and eyes)
of music-lovers around the world. For fans who missed
the first part of her European tour, she will be playing at
Colours of Ostrava in what is sure to be a fantastic show.

Budapest  | August 7th – August 13th
This large open-air event, whose name means “island”,
will bring together more than 1,000 performances on
Old Buda Island, in the Danube River at the north end of
Budapest. One of the most interesting features of the
festival actually relates to the journey there – the festival
provides party trains with DJs to help “Szitizens” from all
over Europe get to the city without missing a beat.
Most of you Gate readers know a bit about The
1975 from our article about them last year. And
you might even know that this English, 4-piece
rock band has a new album coming out, called
Notes on a Conditional Form. They had a strong
comeback last year when they put out the
experimental album A Brief Inquiry into Online
Relationships, which won the band a Brit Award for
the Best Album of the Year. They will be at several
music festivals this summer, including Sziget.
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Vocabulary SOS

Camping
Some people like
to stay in hotels or
hostels when they travel,
but others prefer the great
outdoors. Here’s everything you
need to know to talk about camping
in English. Megan LeBoeuf (USA)

Born to Be Wild

Traditionally, camping meant putting
everything you need in a large backpack,
hiking into the woods or up a mountain, and
living without modern things like electricity and running water
(= tekoucí voda). This is called “wild camping”. It’s still
popular in some countries, like Canada and the US,
but in others, such as the UK, it’s nearly gone and
illegal (= nezákonné).

A Night in the Woods

If you do decide to try wild camping,
you need to be very careful to
bring everything you need.
It’s important to be prepared for emergencies (= nouzové situace)
with a first aid kit (= lékárnička) and a way to get help if
something goes wrong. This can be a mobile phone if
there’s a signal, or something like a GPS tracker
(= lokátor) so people can find you. Obviously
you’ll need a place to sleep, including
a sleeping bag, a sleeping mat
(= podložka) or air mattress
(= nafukovací matrace),
and a tent.

Camping Activities

First
you will
have to put up
(= postavit) a tent, which can be a lot of work. You’ll
probably want a fire, though in some places you may need
a permit (= povolení) for this. It’s extremely important to be safe
so you don’t start a forest fire! Well-made and safe campfires are
perfect for roasting marshmallows or sausages, and sitting around to tell
scary stories. If you can’t or don’t want to build a fire, you can bring a camping
stove instead to cook your food. You did bring food, right?
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Car Camping

In these modern
times, more and
more people are
trying a newer form of camping known
in some countries as “car camping”. This
involves traveling to a private campground
(AmE) / campsite (BrE) (= tábořiště) by car
or RV (US) / motorhome (UK) (= obytný
vůz, karavan). You drive into a campsite
with everything you need and sometimes
you can even sleep in the vehicle.
Campgrounds usually have a shop to buy
supplies (= zásoby), and modern toilets.
Some campgrounds in the US even have
swimming pools, game rooms (= herny),
tennis courts, restaurants, and other
facilities. Since this type of camping is
usually much cheaper than staying at
a hotel, it’s a popular option for families
and people traveling on a budget (= levně).

Talk About It
Is camping popular in the Czech Republic?
Is wild camping legal in your country?
Where can you do it?
Have you ever been wild camping? How
was it? If not, would you like to?
Have you ever been car camping? When
and where? Did you enjoy it?
Would you prefer to go wild camping or
car camping? Why?

PUZZLE A2–B1

Megan

LeB

oeuf 

Agent Gate,
The mystery is solved at last. The scientist who
accidentally 1 swapped2 people’s minds with their cats’
minds has shown us how to fix the problem. There’s
only one puzzle remaining: which humans do we need
to swap with which cats? We know we can trust you
to figure it out so we can get everyone back to normal.

A)
(US

The Humans

Becky

Nathan

Lily

Carlos

The Cats

Riley

Jacob

Queen

Sam

Meep

female Shorthair

male Russian Blue

male Bombay

Luna
female Maine Coon

Lucy

Bear

female Siamese

male Ragdoll

Guide to Cat Breeds
Bombay

Russian Blue

Ragdoll

Siamese

These cats are known for
acting like dogs. They’re very
friendly and love to play.

These cats are very
intelligent. They often sit
still for long periods of
time without moving.

These large, calm cats make
excellent pets for people
without much energy.

These very talkative cats
need a lot of attention from
their owners.

Notes

Queen has lost a lot of
weight since the swap.
She’s not eating much
of her food and keeps
trying to eat grass.
Carlos is getting older
and is often very tired.
He recently got a cat to
keep him company at home.

Jacob has been very
noisy. He keeps trying
to “talk” to us and to
the others. It’s getting
a little annoying.

Nathan is
a strict
vegetarian.

Becky is like
a statue. She’s been
in the same position
for an hour now.

Lily keeps bringing us small
objects. We figured out that she
wants us to throw them, then
she brings them back to us.

That’s all the information we have.
If you can figure out which cats and
humans go together, we can finally
put everyone back in the correct
bodies. Three of you who can
match them up correctly will win
little gifts from Bridge Publishing
house. Send your answers to
competition@bridge-online.cz,
Subject: Agent Gate by June 30th.

Vocabulary
1 accidentally [æksɪˈdentəli] – náhodou
2 to swap [ swɒp] – vyměnit
3 breed [briːd] – plemeno
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Test  B1

Tracks 12, 13

Achiever B1
International ESOL
LanguageCert is a set of English language
qualifications. Gate brings you a sample
of the listening and reading tests.

Listening Part 1

Listening Part 3

You will hear seven sentences twice. Choose the best reply to
each sentence.

Listen to the person talking. Complete the information on the
notepad. Write short answers of one to three words. Look at the
notepad. The first one is an example. You will hear the person twice.

Look at the example. If you hear ‘Do you know where City Bank is,
please? Do you know where City Bank is, please?’, the best reply is
(b). Put a circle round the letter of the best reply.

DO NOT WRITE MORE THAN 3 WORDS FOR EACH QUESTION.

Example:
a)
b)
c)

That’s not true.
Sorry, I’ve no idea.
OK. Let’s go then.

Example:

1.
a)
b)
c)

You’re welcome.
It’s fine, thanks.
Well, OK then.

2.
a)
b)
c)

No, thank you.
Yes, it’s recent.
Yes, I am sure.

That’s very long.
That’s no problem.
It’s good news.

4.
a)
b)
c)

You’re very helpful.
That’s kind of you.
Yes, of course.

The bag’s very heavy.
That would be nice.
The lift’s not working.

6.
a)
b)
c)

Oh, well done!
Never mind!
Please don’t.

7.
a)
b)
c)
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1. Oldest age limit:

......
..........................
2. Email address:

@
......
..........................
......
..........................
4. What people can play:

......
..........................
5. Who will help:

5.
a)
b)
c)

Who is competition for:
young people
......
..........................

3. How many words to write:

3.
a)
b)
c)

Radio competition

White with one sugar, please.
First thing in the morning, usually.
Yes please, that‘s all right.
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......
..........................
6. Number of winners:

......
..........................

7. Month when winners on programme:
......
..........................

Reading Part 4

DO NOT WRITE MORE THAN 3 WORDS FOR EACH QUESTION.

Read the text and answer the questions. Write a maximum of three
words for each answer.There is an example.

Example:

Learning to drive

an instructor

Who’s the best person to teach you to drive?

1.
What can instructors do with their special controls?
......................................................
2.
How should drivers think?
......................................................
3.
What are roads in the countryside like?
Learning to drive isn’t as simple as people think. First,
you need a good teacher. Some people ask a friend or
a family member to help but it’s better to have lessons from
a qualified driving instructor. These lessons are expensive,
however, but it will be worth the money.

......................................................

Proper instructors have special cars, with extra mirrors and
special controls, such as an extra brake pedal. They can
use this if you have problems, and stop the car themselves.
This gives you confidence when you’re learning, which
is important, as drivers who are nervous might make the
wrong decisions. When you’re behind the wheel, you need
to think quickly.

......................................................

Other people also cause problems to learners. As well as
worrying about how to use all the controls, looking in the
mirrors and deciding where you’re going, you have to work
out what other drivers are doing. That’s why it’s better to
learn to drive in the countryside on quiet roads where there
isn’t much traffic, rather than busy roads in town centres.
Private roads or small villages are better than crowded
streets or dual carriageways. Off-road driving centres where
you can practise safely without being on real roads are also
great for making you feel more confident.
You shouldn’t spend too long on your first lessons, as there’s
a lot to remember. It’s better to start with two or three onehour lessons a week, then have one two-hour lesson a week
after that.
Of course, it isn’t only about having driving lessons. You need
to get as much extra practice as possible. Ask patient people
to help you though; this is very important because if they are
impatient with you, they might destroy your new confidence.
Then you need to decide on the route before you set off. It’s
also a good idea to discuss what you want to practise each
time. Make it clear you don’t want any surprises. Concentrate
on one thing at a time – and you’ll quickly become
a confident driver.

4.
How many hours should your first lesson last?

5.
In addition to lessons, what do you need to do?
......................................................
6.
What sort of person can help you learn to drive?
......................................................
7.
What should you plan before you set off?
. .where
....................................................
8.
What don’t you want your helper to give you?
......................................................
→ Solutions in tf

Read more information about the test on page 3.
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